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January 24th, after 1pm 
 
Hello,  
On behalf of The Cannabis Alliance I want to express our support for the legislation put forth based on 
the task force recommendations.  We will continue to sign-in in support as these bills move through 
committees.  If a more robust vehicle such as testimony would further the effort, we are happy to add 
our voice in that way as well if it won't clutter committee agendas.  I also wanted to express my 
gratitude to the task force for adding the additional work groups regarding the cannabis research 
commission and homegrow.  I am happy to facilitate or serve myself as a resource.  I am excited for the 
work that lies ahead!  
 
 
--  
_______________________  
Caitlein Ryan, PhD 
Pronouns: She/Her/Hers 
Interim Executive Director 
The Cannabis Alliance 
www.thecannabisalliance.us 
425-314-9004 

 
 
Thank you all for all your work on this task force. I was at today's meeting and had a question. As a 
mixed-race woman, what is the SECTF doing for women? I believe that not just race but gender is a huge 
problem in the cannabis industry which is mostly male-driven. Thank you again and I look forward to 
watching this momentous step to the new prosperous cannabis industry in WA state.  
 
 
 
Rose S. Beach 
E/A James E. Gorman IV, 
P.E Real Estate Professional 
 
 
To whom it may concern Garza Chris Thompson all board member and I am a previous marijuana 
medical Shop since 2010 2011 we've been discriminated by you guys we still we are not included in this 
social equity sending us a fake cops harassing Us closing us not being treated equal I have two different 
job 12 green and 12 green LLC why is 0% black people in this industry and we being first we are not 
being acknowledged you guys make us sick and  O garette do not represent us as a black people look like 
us but she is not representing us she represent herself on his seat  
She's corrupt from Kirkland 
 
 
 
To whom it may concern  
Miss Morgan and her assistant she stopped me from speaking publicly and it was my turn to speak a 
public comment I am a previous job owner I am black and Muslim and the social equity groups is being 
signed to listen to us what happened to us and with Demi is being happen and the racism we going 
through so the from the LCB and you guys not helping us helping you guys self this is not equity or 
equality and it's a difference between equity and equality there is no equality here you guys want to 
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throw us something we lost our money and business we are first exist you fix our status or there is no fix 
you guys Deming the society and damaging us 500 shop owned by white folks 0 black people in this 
industry I started the first one instead of Washington how you take for me you bring hate and you 
damaging the society and people die now over the shops Robin them all of that because they feel being 
left behind I don't support that but that's a consequences from the LCB  what they did this one I will 
keep it for the record for any lawsuit coming up but I want to allergy we already fall a lawsuit against the 
LCB and it should be delivered to them by now here from you I left your voicemail and this is my phone 
number please give me a call if you guys have respect for black people and their opinion is important to 
you guys or we're too black to be seen 
Thank you 
Sami Abdalla Saad 
2067750250 
 
To whom it may concern  
Miss Morgan and her assistant she stopped me from speaking publicly and it was my turn to speak a public comment I 
am a previous job owner I am black and Muslim and the social equity groups is being signed to listen to us what 
happened to us and with Demi is being happen and the racism we going through so the from the LCB and you guys not 
helping us helping you guys self this is not equity or equality and it's a difference between equity and equality there is no 
equality here you guys want to throw us something we lost our money and business we are first exist you fix our status 
or there is no fix you guys Deming the society and damaging us 500 shop owned by white folks 0 black people in this 
industry I started the first one instead of Washington how you take for me you bring hate and you damaging the society 
and people die now over the shops Robin them all of that because they feel being left behind I don't support that but 
that's a consequences from the LCB  what they did this one I will keep it for the record for any lawsuit coming up but I 
want to allergy we already fall a lawsuit against the LCB and it should be delivered to them by now here from you I left 
your voicemail and this is my phone number please give me a call if you guys have respect for black people and their 
opinion is important to you guys or we're too black to be seen do you know how many black people being left behind 
Kevin in the skyway black excellent Aaron and Tacoma 420 in Seattle me 12 green and 12 green LLC  I have all the social 
equity group meet with my community we are more than 65,000 Washingtonian you guys not listening to us you guys 
listen to our story and you come meet with our community without any action we are not a study we are not animals we 
are not a zoo you know what the community said and what they want they want us to be current and have sharp like 
everybody else or there is no trust how you bring somebody has never been exist it don't make no sense I like Kevin said 
it's a different between equity and equality you guys not treating us a call give us a piece of anything and take the whole 
thing so we get the bones very much but unfortunately you guys have people do not represent us they look black like us 
but they don't represent us and we rode those politicians and people watching and this is evidence how we try to alert 
you guys all of you guys from you to the LCB to the attorney general this is bigger than what you guys think your brother 
to take our life before you take our you take our license  away do you know we still having license for the shop we still 
filing zero are you guys acknowledge that and the license don't expire as a state license 
Thank you 
Sami Abdalla Saad 
2067750250 

 
 
To whom it may concern   
After reviewing all of the necessary information to be apart of the social equity program I would like you 
to look up the meaning of social equality and it has nothing to do with giving favorable grants to mainly 
one race.  This is not what the original documents portrayed at all and this is absolutely  the reverse of 
equality and is the exact definition of racism.  I’m ashamed of the people who put this package 
together.  Also I believe my equal rights are being abused by the wslcb socal equity program and I will 
call a lawyer to look into the program. 
Dan Nelson Sr 
 


